Fighting Crime By Fighting Poverty Project

A Bible Based Rehabilitation and Life Management Plan

Introduction:
There is a growing epidemic throughout the world. That epidemic is poverty. 

Poverty is a breeding ground for hopelessness. As hopelessness increases so do addictions, crime and violence. Society has a number of programs to fight poverty and crime but the Bible also has one. The Bible reveals a process that has gone unexplored. 

People living in poverty break the law because of their human flaws and frustration amplified by no hope. The Bible reveals a whole new approach for dealing with poverty and the crime it breeds. It offers a process that changes the person but first there has to be motivation.

Could it be that God offers financial success to motivate the criminal to repent and change? The answer is yes.

I was one of his projects.
The following material is an introduction to how a concerned  businessman introduced me to the Bible. I discovered an alternative path to success. It gave me results then became my motivation to change my own attitude as well as my life of violence, failure, addictions, anger and lawlessness.  

The purpose of this material is to let people know that there are options and alternatives that need to be explored.

Foreword
I live only a few miles from one of the most economically depressed areas in America. 

No corporations want to invest there. Young men and women walk the streets knowing they have no future. Even if they go home where there is supposed to be a degree of comfort there are parents under the influence of alcohol. drugs, violence, ignorance and negativity. Many will end up on the dark side of life.

I know that situation because I was born into it. It was a leading cause of why I ended up becoming a law breaker. I have committed serious felonies. I never chose to be like that and neither have thousands of others who are trapped in that situation.

On top of that we are intellectually challenged! We try hard but cannot grasp what even the best teachers are presenting. 

Our educational system is built around the false belief that kids with low IQ’s can be educated to compete in a world financial system that favors educated intellectuals. That is not true. How do I know? I put it to the test. The truth of the matter is there are those of us that are learning disabled on top of that don’t even have a marketable skill. 

Is there an alternative?

Throwing money at the problem and blaming teachers or establishing new educational programs is not a solution.

There is a whole new approach for dealing with poverty and the crime it breeds. The Bible says “God has chosen the poor of the world” (James 2:5). He has a financial plan for them. You and I have a part to play in offering that opportunity

I help concerned people and churches learn about God’s financial plan for the poor so they can be a part of helping the ex-con and others struggling with financial problems start a new life.

The following material is an introduction into the Bible financial system and how it can go a long way in helping to reduce apathy and crime.

Today I am the founder and president of New Life Outreach Inc. a non-profit corporation but it wasn't always that way. My life was changed because a concerned man introduced me to the Bible and its power to produce success in the life of a loser. I later attended and graduated from Rhema Bible Training center.

I founded New Life outreach in 1985 specializing in rehabilitation, Bible based crisis solutions and life management. Our primary goal is to get Bible formulas and truths before as many people with problems as our resources allow.

The purpose of this booklet is to introduce you to a Bible based program for fighting crime. It is a project that offers a totally different approach for helping men and women with a criminal behavior change their lives.

I call the project “Fighting Crime by Fighting Poverty” This project is a free faith based outreach designed to reach and teach people with destructive behavior on how to change their situations using Bible financial promises as a motivator to get them started.  

Again it is important to know that the project was initiated because my own life and behavior were changed for the better after I learned the Bible guidelines, heeded the warnings and applied the success generating formulas set forth in the Bible.

You need to know a little about my background in order to appreciate how the Bible financial system can help addicts and habitual criminals change their behavior. Understanding the plight of a born loser will give insight into how to reach people trapped on the dark side.
I was born and raised in poverty and violence. I was mad at the world, had a learning disability along with all the rebellious personality traits that get people into trouble.

I was a slave to compulsive criminal behavior because of inner demons.
I was in and out of jail
I was born to violent parents who had no qualifications to raise children. I was programmed from birth to be tough, a womanizer, an outlaw and loser.
I was poor and living in an economically depressed area

I still have scars on my body from the fights I have been in. I was in a mess, had no hope therefore I had no fear of breaking the law. I was in a downward spiral getting more and more involved with illegal activities. There is an answer but it will not come from men.

Is crime a spiritual problem?

Here is where we depart from the traditional concept of why people like me do bad things. Most people believe that I and others like me make bad choices. That in many cases is not true. The truth of the matter is that I had no choice. The term born to lose was a perfect description of my life. No amount of warnings or punishment stopped me. I like many others need something more than what the natural world has to offer.

The Bible is a spiritual book and reveals things about life and formulas that we should study apart from religious worship. We need to learn what the Bible reveals as the cause of crime and the solution. An example of a person struggling with desires and inappropriate behavior because of a spiritual problem can be seen by reading Romans chapter 7. 

Here we find a description of a man who was trying his hardest to stop doing bad things but always fell to destructive desires. In other words he made the right choice but something bigger, more powerful and deadly defeated him. That happened to me also.
Listen to what he says paraphrased: I really, really want to be a better person but when I make a decision to stop doing bad things I end up doing it anyway. When I make a decision to do that which is good something stops me from doing it. I always fall to temptation and desires. (What is the problem?) Answer: I have discovered a destructive spiritual power called sin working in my human nature.

Note: The word sin is greatly misunderstood and needs clarification. Most believe that sin is an act of a person doing something immoral but the Bible reveals far more than that. In Romans 7 we see that not only is sin an act but something far more sinister. It is an entity that exist within all human nature and operates with a super human power.

Ask many criminals or persons with destructive behavior why they do what they do and many will say “I don’t know.” The reason they don’t know is because there has been very little information available on what the Bible says on this topic.

I have studied the topic of sin for years and the conclusion is this, crime is as much a spiritual problem as it is a natural problem. Criminal behavior in many people can only be cured by spiritual methods and a higher power. The Bible contains the incentives, the formulas and the way to tap into power. The problem is that just “getting religion” or praying or even begging God for help is not enough in most cases. How do I know? I know because I tried that and it did not work.

What did work?
I discovered a part of God’s plan that has been completely overlooked by modern day society. It is a process that not only forgives people but goes much further. This process changes the attitude, the actions and reactions from being criminal by nature to becoming a positive contributing member of society. 
It is what the Bible calls “sanctification.” Sanctification is  another word for what the justice system calls rehabilitation. Both words are talking about changing a person’s bad behavior into a positive productive behavior. The difference between sanctification and rehabilitation is that one uses Bible formulas and the other uses psychological applications. Both are essential but the Bible approach needs to be studied and understood more. 

I discovered that when the Bible is talking about salvation and sanctification it is revealing a process that changes people by changing their attitude, desires, personality and goals. This process requires the criminal that wants success in their life to learn and follow the steps that eliminate his defective attributes like anger and selfishness while creating positive attributes like wisdom, knowledge, compassion, peacefulness and self-control.

If you would like to learn more about sanctification, Bible scriptures, commentary on the subject and church responsibilities in fighting crime ask for my booklet “Born to Lose-Born to Win” 

Why money is important?
The opportunity for financial success is a great motivator. I was down and out until I discovered a financial plan for messed up people. That financial plan is in the Bible. I gave it a try and for the first time in my life I experienced some very obvious and positive results. My first thought was wow, then, another life changing thought, maybe this is my ticket out of a messed up stressful loser life. I went to church and Christian bookstores looking for more information on the subject but found nothing.

I spent the next several years in study of what the Bible said about God’s financial promises to the poor as well as how poverty is created through sin. I wrote down what I found. I had entered a whole new world of opportunities offered by God to losers like I was.

It is important to know why the Bible is so effective in rehabilitating people like me. 
The same Bible that offers financial opportunities also puts forth some serious warnings. One of the things I had to learn the hard way is that the economy, society, government and corporations that I had always blamed for my failures were not the cause of my problem. 

I was to learn and had to admit to myself that my ignorance, anger and attitude had to be changed if I wanted to continue on the path to financial success. I was to learn that if I did not change even greater disaster would come into my life. This is the point where I and all people who never had a choice in life now have one.

In other words if you want a better life you have to do what the Bible says about being changed from a loser to a winner and to stop being your own worse enemy. That is where Bible sanctification comes in.

During my time struggling to learn and apply the principles and formulas outlined in the Bible I discovered a number of things that  everyone needs to know about changing lives. One was that all worthwhile endeavors require perseverance and education. 

How does the Fighting Crime by Fighting Poverty program work?

The Bible is a spiritual book and offers a spiritual education. God uses people to get Bible facts to people so that the Holy Spirit can instruct them. This is important because the Holy Spirit can get things through to those of us who struggle in the secular educational system.

It is amazing that I had real learning problems in school but what I found in the Bible sank in and stayed there. Go into any poor high crime community and you will not find many college professors or CEO’s in fact you will find very low IQ’s. In the natural world you need a college degree to succeed but in God’s plan you do not need to be an intellectual to become very, very successful.
Today I am still learning challenged but very well off financially and am giving back. 

The Fighting Crime by Fighting Poverty project is designed to  be a win, win situation.  It distributes easy to understand financial teaching to the church to give to people lacking in a formal education.

Now back to how this project helps to fight crime. Ex-felons end up back in prison because of various reasons. One of those reasons has to do with money.

1. The struggle to survive financially can be overwhelming for a felon trying to reenter society. All they can find are dead end, low paying jobs with idiots for bosses. They lose hope and fall to temptation.

Church members can use our materials to reach and teach them  giving them real hope for a successful financial future because it offers them a whole new approach with new methods and God’s power for competing in a dog eat dog world.

2. Temptations and human desires create problems. Sometimes it is humanly impossible to change old habits and instincts without tapping into a higher power and the techniques that produce a successful rehabilitation. This project offers both.

The materials offered through the “Fighting Crime by Fighting Poverty project” offers people hope who are struggling with not only money but living in a life of temptations and addictions. It is their chance to learn about and try some simple exercises outlined in the Bible that cut off and destroy their desires and compulsions.

One of the reasons a Bible based financial program for the poor is important in fighting crime is because it contains a number of things standard financial programs do not.

The Bible financial teachings all emphasize following the guidelines that change a persons attitude, behavior as well as their reactions to temptations and adversity. 

This Bible based operation also includes what we know as tough love. People involved in antisocial or illegal activities have to do what the Bible commands to change in order to maintain their financial success. It is a change your behavior or else you will open the door to even bigger problems. 

Secondly many people are poor simply because they lack the intellect, talent and ability to compete in a very competitive world financial system. The Bible financial plan is geared to produce financial success for those who lack the tools to compete.

Thirdly the Bible talks about a God who cares about the poor. It is learning how to make God the boss and his financial plan number one in your life that gives the motivation to overcome and prosper.

Again, one of the types of people we target are those with backgrounds like mine especially those with a prison record. A person with a record automatically has a black mark trying to get a job. On top of that, they, like myself have built in personality defects or addictions that are destructive. 

All to often they face temptations and challenges that defeat their good intentions to the point they fall back into their old destructive lifestyle. 

In other words they are in need of a better plan and a higher power to get that mess corrected. Concerned, knowledgeable Christians are an essential element.

The “Fighting Crime by Fighting Poverty Project” offers churches and other groups materials and teaching sessions on how to operate this outreach effectively.
Today I am financially secure and in position to give back. My mission is to get information to the addict, incarcerated felon or recently released to help them change behavior and attitude, overcome temptations and adversity and at the same time succeed in life.

I wish I could say all we have to do is pray, trust in Jesus or have faith but it is far more challenging than that. It is a war and requires education, sacrifice and perseverance but it is an option with great potential. 

Want to help fight poverty and crime? Do you know someone who has money problems? Want more information for yourself? Contact me.

Copies of this booklet, teaching sessions and manuscripts can be downloaded from my web site at no cost.
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